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Promotion Flags
Large Banner Flags
ISO 9000 production
1 year warranty

For advertisement outside shopping malls, auto retailers and  

petrol stations, at sport events and grand openings, on the beach,  

at trade shows, along roadsides etc.  the “Promotion Flag” is the 

perfect messenger.  Its movement with the wind makes it much 

more eye-catching as compared to a fixed message. Use a number 

of flags in a row and create a walk way of promotions. 

 Top quality hardware for long-term outdoor use

 Three sizes/pole heights – 340, 450, 560 cm

 Two flag designs (Wing and Teardrop)

 A large selection of “flag pole holders”
 - Cross foot (hard surface mount)
 - Water ring (extra weight)
 - Ground spike (earth mount)
 - Plastic screw (sand/snow mount)
 - Wall bracket (wall mount)

The unique construction/shape ensures that  
the flag (your promotion) is always fully extended, 
even if used indoors or if there is no wind.

Item No. 10200

Pole length: 340 cm / 11.2 ft.

Item 10201

Pole length: 450 cm / 14.9 ft.

Item 10202

Pole length: 560 cm / 18.5 ft.



The ”more-expo” concept
The “more expo” business concept is to offer economy

display products with the best possible quality.

Recognizing the growing demand for low price

alternatives, we have now established our own

organisation in mainland China where we are

constantly scanning and evaluating the Asian

market to find the most competitive and

up-to-date display products manufactured today.

The products chosen will then be further improved

and modified to be in line with the “more-expo”

requirements for function, design and quality.

During the production process of these

products our quality auditors constantly

visit the factories to make sure that these

products meet or exceed our quality expectations.

We also assure that environmental issues are

considered and that the products are produced under

   acceptable working conditions as well.

            By purchasing these products in very

                large quantities, working directly with

                   the factories (no middle-men) and a

                     highly cost efficient distribution system,

                      we can guarantee you the

                      best possible price.
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